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e m P T M i 

INTRODUCTION 

Retention was one of the first aspects of human learning 

and verbal behavior to be subjected to laboratory analysis* 

Ibbinghaus {6) published in l&$$ liber da3 fleflachtnis. trans-

lated as Memory1 A Contribution. This Monologue remains a 

classic in the field* From this beginning point, many sub* 

sequent studies have been carried out. 

In the area of retention, as in may other areas of 

psychology, a difference exists between the psychological 

laboratory and the everyday world in which retention is of 

practical concern. Bartlett (2) argued that psychologists 

who nee meaningless stimuli and who force subjects to learn 

in unusual or artificial wye (e. g.f by means of a memory 

dram) seriously hamper1 their chances of understanding every-

day perception and memory as it is actually effected at the 

human level of experience. Thou# aware of the necessity for 

psychology to investigate phenomena in ita simplest form, 

Bartlett reasoned that the processes of learning and retention 

can be beat understood in a more natural setting with close-

to-everyday material. 

Before proceeding further retention must be defined. 

McGeoch says1 

1 



Retention Is a general term referring 
to tile persistence of those modifications of 
behavior i&ich have been learned • • . • 
Learning and retention are continuous processes, 
being separated experiMentally by til® fact 
that an interval of time elapses between tile 
attainment of an arbitrary criterion and a 
subsequent measurement of performance {24* 
p* %$$)• 

Beeae (5# p. 236} and others (26, p* 276} support this defi-

nition. 

It is evident, then, that learning and retention are 

part of a continuous process; one cannot occur without the 

other# Factors which facilitate the original learning, facil-

itate retention* What are these factors? 

. Psychology has sot yet isolated all of the factors that 

are involved in even the simplest human learning situation# 

It is known that soae factors facilitate learning while others 

do not* itaeh critical research remains to be done in this 

area# Although it is beyond the scope of the present paper 

to discuss all of the factors that are known in the field of 

learning, those that are pertinent to verbal learning and 

retention will be reviewed* 

The original learning situation is one of the major de-

terminants of retention, fhe nature of the task variable is 

an important consideration in any learning experiment. fhe 

work of Sbbinghams (6) dealt with nonsense syllables. He 

sought to eliminate prior subject knowledge by introducing 

a totally new and Meaningless task variable# Subsequent in-

vestigators {2, p. 3l 9, p. 15| 26, p. 279) have found, 



however, that (subjects set up a mass of associations, some 

quite o4d, and that these may vary from subject to subject 

more so than do associations aroused by common language with 

conventional meanings * It has been clearly demonstrated 

that meaningful material is learned faster than Id nonsense 

material (17f 24, pp. 469-472; 27, p» 30). 

It m a Ebbinghaus (6} who first dealt with the problem 

of measuring retention at different time intervals following 

the original learning situation* The typical retention curve 

la based on Sbbinghaus* measurements ©f retention (5, p* 141}* 

His finding# that decline in retention is negatively accel-

erated has been corroborated by others (24, p# 35% 26, p« 

359)* The data from Ebbinghams* study further indicated that 

the greatest amount of forgetting takes place la the first 

twenty-four hours (26, p» 360)# 

Distributed practice in learning generally result® in 

more efficient learning than does massed practice (1, p. 1$7; 

7, p« 3241* However, there is son© evidence that with some 

tasks massed practice way be equally or more effective (24, 

p, 144)* Here, the nature of the task itself and the total 

amount to be learned are important considerations# 

Jhe number of task presentations or trials is a factor 

in learning and retention (1, p» 1#4| 20, pp* 77~?8j 22, pp» 

591-595)* Beese states, "It is well established that amount 

of retention is roughly proportional to amount of original 



practice* (5» p. 243). That there is not a simple one to 

on® relationship between number of trials and subsequent re-

tention, however, was pointed oat by Sates (&t pp. 205-221), 

Others, too, argue either for one-trial 1 taming or so®®-

thing-less than increased association with each trial (11, 

P* 97; 19; Z$t p. 193; 29, p. 104). 

Other factors found to be of importance are of 

task, serial positioning and the mode of learning as in part 

or iAol« learning (1, pp. 197-199) • The greater the degree 

of organisation in material learned, the slower the rate of 

forgetting and the higher the amount of retention (1, p. 115g 

5, p. 242h That memory for ideas in a pros® passage is 

better than memory for factual detail was brought oat by 

Briggs and Seed (3, p* 516). 

In general, retention favors vivid and distinct naterial 

that is rich in associative support* Isolated items placed 

in otherwise homogeneous material are favored in retention 

{26, p. 364) • Material that lends itself to rfcythoic pat-

terning is more readily learned and retained <24, p. 476). 

The effectiveness of rhythm probably re-
sults in part fimthe way in which it assists 
m organising the material into units which 
are readily perceived together, in part from 
the accent it gives to certain words or serial 
positions, which makes them stand out as 
T w r ? ? c e a n d ia part from the fact 
that it assists an active attitude on the 
part of the learner 124, p» 477). 

Another factor involved in the nature of the task is its 

affective content# Pleasant and unpleasant material is 



remembered more easily than Is so-called neutral sat trial 

{24, P- 3#4)• this may relate to the vividness of such ma-

terial or the stronger impression such material may make. 

la the preceding paragraphs, retention has been reviewed 

as a function of the conditions in uhich the original learning 

took place. Of paramount importance is the nature of the task 

itself, the mode of task presentation and the conditions of 

practice. 

A second group of determinants of retention is the 

activity which intervenes between the time of the original 

learning and the test of retention. 

Periods of waking and sleeping, which, clearly differ in 

amounts of activity expended, affect;: retention in very dif-

ferent way3. A period of sleep immediately following the end 

of practice greatly reduces the amount of forgetting com-

pared with a period of wakefulness (26, p» 369)# 

la periods of wakefulness, the more similar the 'inter-

polated activity to that of the original learning the greater 

the forgetting and the less the retention of the original 

material (24, p« 130). This is usually explained in terms 

of retroactive inhibition {5, p* 260; 24, p. 129; 26, pp» 

372-373)* 

A third group of determinants of retention occurs at the 

time memory is tested. Begree of retention is a function of 

the particular test used, four measures of retention com-

monly used la verbal learning are recognition,, reconstruction, 



recall, and relearning {saving). these four were intensively 

studied la l»«tefs (23) 1922 study# 

fh® method of recall; used in the present study mini-

mizes til© support the subjects receive from the context of 

what they hair# learned. The result is that such recall scores 

are generally lower than scores received toy the other three 

methods (5, p* 239)# Bull (15* p» 164) speaks of theMthres-

hold of response," indicating a behavioral oscillation. An 

item aay be below the threshold of response at one moment 

and mt be available for recall. An everyday example of this 

is expressed when a person verbalizes, «Xt*iS on th# tip of 

my tongue but I can*t say it#« Another moaent and the item 

stay be recalled. Direct rem all, providing no contextual 

©lues that would raise the threshold level at a given moment is 

a.-.-' less sensitive measure than the other Methods Mentioned* 

The context ia which retention is measured is also im-

portant# Associations of the learner are formed not only 

with the items of the task but also between the task and a 

definite environmental context (26, p. 360)« Time of day, 

physical environment, personality of the experimenter—all 

tkea® form a background of stimulation with which the per-

formance of a specific task is more or 1©®® strongly associated 

during the practise period. 

In addition to the factors associated with the nature 

of the material to be learned* the interpolated activity be-

tween time of learning and time of testing retention* and 



the conditions present during the time of retention, a fourth 

important variable is the nature of the learner* Motivation, 

drive, fatigue, need state, prior learning or experience, 

knowledge of results, emotional state, stental ability and age 

of learner are all important in determining the amount of 

learning that will occur (1, pp# 115, 229-233; Id, pp* 73-31J 

24, p» 172). 

Underwood (31) has analysed Individual differences in 

speed of learning and retention. He found a ger© correlation 

between time to learn and amount recalled hut a high positive 

correlation between tine to learn and time to relearn# He 

showed that very likely the critical difference between fast 

and alow learners is simply the associative strength of par-

ticular items at the end of learning; fast learners acquire 

aore associative strength for particular items* la a given 

amount of practice, fast learners generally acquire greater 

associative strength for the things they are learning. 

Human learning and remembering is a vast but sparsely 

cultivated field of study# Bartlett (2) pointed out how 

difficult it is to capture the everyday process of learning 

and remembering in a laboratory. Often, when the research 

is taken out of the laboratory necessary control is lost* 

Another source of difficulty is the inadequacy of available 

theory* Selected theories relevant to retention will be dis-

cussed is the following section* 
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Theoretical Considerations 

Necessary to any theory of learning and remembering is 

a conception of the process which permit a a person to act on 

the basis of his past experiences. Ever since Plato compared 

memory to an impression upon a wax tablet, variations of the 

idea of a memory "trace1* have been the popular way of pictur-

ing this process {10J# Vigorous criticism came from bhe 

Gestalt theorists is the early 1930*a» The Oestalt modifi-

cation of the trace theory reasoned that traces are "subject 
stf 

to two influences* communication to other traces (assimila-

tion) and stresses inherent in the trace itself which are 

expressed by the Gestalt {configurational) principles, for 

example, sharpening and leveling in order too achieve maximum 

simplicity, symmetry and good form" {25, p. 3)* 

In 1932 iartlett (2) reported the results of twenty 

years of research on perceiving, learning and retention in 

his book Reateaberlng* An outstanding contributor in the 

field, Bartlett rejected the motion of "trace" and chose to 

use "schema,m a term borrowed from the neurologist Head (12}« 

Schema, Bartlett defined as 

• * « an aetive organization ©f past reactions, 
or of past experiences, which wmt always be 
supposed to be operating in amy well-adapted 
organic response* That is, whenever there is 
any order or regularity of behavior, a partic-
ular response is possible only because it la 
related to other similar responses which have 
been serially organised, yet which operate, 
not simply as individual members coming one 
after another, but as a unitary mass . . . . 



JSach new group of experience* . . . persists 
« • * as constituents of living, momentary 
settings belonging to the organism or to 
whatever parts of the organism are concerned 
in malttag a response of a given kind* and not 
as a number of individual events somehow strung 
together and stored within the organism (2, 
p* 201). 

Bartlett felt however, that certain experiences could be de-

tailed apart from the schema. These individual stimuli were 

called images* Summarizing, Bartlett writes! 

Remembering is not the r@~excitation of 
innumerable fixed, lifeless and fragmentary 
traces* It la an imaginative reconstruction, 
or coastruction, built out of the reaction of 
our attitude toward a whole active mass of 
organised past .reactions or experience and to 
a little outstanding detail which cossmonly 
a^gears in image or in language form {2, p. 

According to Bartlett*3 theory, recall is not a repro-

duction of schemaj it is an active construction baaed upon 

a schema. Though dominant detail—or image*—does persist, 

the major component of the original situation that persists 

• is the attitude which was involved# the attitude, or con-

sciousness, is the major determinant of the way the person 

reproduces the original situation (2, pp. 207-214J. 

In 1949 Hebb*3 (13) book caused a renewal of interest 

in the neurological correlates of learning. He introduced 

the terms"cell assembly" and "phase sequence* to 

cortical processes« 

Any frequently repeated, particular stimu-
lation mil lead to the slow development of a 
cell assembly,* a diffuse structure comprising 
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cells in the cortex and diencephalon, capable 
of acting briefly as a closed system, deliver-
ing facilitation to other such system# and 
usually having a specific motor facilitation, 
Jk series of such events constitutes a "phase 
ae<ju.eftc@,,~~th@ thought process. Each assembly 
action may be aroused by a preceding assembly, 
by a sensory event, or«—normally--by both 
(13, Introduction XXX)• 

Mebb explains the permanence of learning, or memory, by 

postulating that repeated stimulation of specific receptors 

leads slowly to the formation of cell assemblies which can 

act briefly as closed systems after stimulation ©e&aeas* A 

growth process accompanies synaptic aotivity making the 

synapse more readily traversed (13, p* 60). Thus Hebb proposes 

that a reverberatory trace, though transient and unstably, is 

able to carry the memory until growth can occur at the synaptic 

juncture (13, p. 62). 

Another explanation of memory Is given by Miller ($t p» 

237) * Though not a complete theory, it is given here because 

of its concern with retention* Miller aays that what people 

remember in the immediate memory span is ehunka of things in 

which information has been encoded in various ways. People 

recode that which they hear into smaller units* In the memor-

ising of new material the addition of verbal items in memory 

la simply the formation of chunks or the reorganisation of 

material into more inclusive chunks* She mediations! principle 

involved in chunk formation is not made clear* 

Though no theory of memory serves to wholly explain the 

process, the views presented agree that there is a constant, 
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active process occurring and that a degree of permanence is 

possible. 

Original Study 

la 1955* Betty Xsern conducted a pilot study at the ¥nl-

versity of Kansas entitled nfh® Influence of Music Upon the 

Memory of Mentally Retarded Children* (16)• The study was 

designed to teat the affect of raueic on learning, retention 

aad recall* 

Her subjects were 104 children in a state institution 

for the mentally retarded# their chronological agei ranged 

from 7*19 years; I^e ranged from 27-59* All subjects were 

considered to have emotional problems, varying front mild to 

very severe* 

Five too animal facts were individually presented in 

song for® to all subjects* Recall was tested immediately and, 

again, three days later# Following the second testing for 

recall, all subjects were individually told a atory of five 

form animals# They were then tested for immediate recall 

and three days later, for recent recall. Six months later, 

all subject® were tested for remote recall of both the song 

and the story* 

The song and story were equated by five experts according 

to length, similarity of content, difficulty of text, appeal 

of content and the number of it eras to be remembered in each# 

The experimenter adhered to exact testing procedures for 

both treatments# 
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Using the &-test of significance, she found the song 

superior to the story at the time of immediate recall, recent 

recall and remote recall. Significance was beyond the *001 

level of confidence* 

She suggested that musie increased the' vividness, organ-

ization and patterning, and affective appeal of the animal 

fasts presented in soag to such a degree that the memory of 

the mentally retarded children was improved. I sera* a con-

clusion that the memory of ssentally retarded children in her 

study was improved because of the introduction of music was 

baaed upon her statistical findings find interpretation* 

Criticisms 

Iaern*a study was an original one and, as such, was dif-

ficult for no pattern had keen set that she ai^it follow* 

However, the following criticisms see® valid and lay open to 

question the results of her study• 

1» All subjects received Treatment A (song), were tested 

twice and then, given Treatment 8 (story), and tested twice. 

Four points of difficulty arises 

a) I® it certain that the subjects were unchanged as 

a result of Treatment A and were, therefore, the same subjeeta 

entering Treatment B as they were when entering Treatment At 
$• 

Xdndquist speaks to this point, sayings 

When a number of treatments are administered 
in succession to the same subject, the response 
of the subject to any one treatment i* often con-
ditioned by the fast that other treatments have 
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previously been administered to M a # # * the 
criterion measure for any subject following 
a given treatment may be in part determined by 
lit experience In having been M r n w d pre-
viously, quite apart from the effect of the 
previous treatment a themselves « « • it is 
obvious that this design can rarely be employed 
la learning experiments {21, pp. 160-161). 

b) Is the history (i. #», the specific treats occurring 

between the first and any later measurement 5 controlled in 

any way? Nearness to holidays, or special occasions, weather 

conditions, home visits {asawlag these are on a regularly 

scheduled basis) etc# may be different for Treatment A and 

treatment 1, introducing a variable quite apart from the ex-

periment , itself* 

c) Does the testing procedure introduce a confounding 

variable? Effects of taking one test do • influence a second 

teat (kt p* 176)« What of the testing-retsating problem 

with six teats of the same subject? This is not simply a 
# 

matter of repeated measurements as in a trend analysis* 

lather, the first test (Immediate Recall of Song) is directly 

compared with the third test (lioaediate Recall ©f Story) and 

the second test decent Seeall of Song) is directly compared 

with the fourth test decent fiecall of Story) • 

c d) fbat is the likelihood that separate presentations 

of a song can be presented by the same experimenter in an 

identical manner—to all 104 subjects? Or, following these 

first 104 presentations, what Is the probability that separate 
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presentations of a story can be tkm pr«s«n£*d la an identical 

manner to t&© same 104#. subjects? 

The present study seeks to replicate in as far as possible 

the study outlined* However, specific changes have been mad* 

so as to effect a greater experimental control* 
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CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL B1SIGS 

Statement of Purpose and Hypotheses 

The purpose of the preseat study is to determine if 

muni© ia effective ia increasing the learning and retention 

of meaningful, verbal aiaterial with emotionally disturbed 

children of normal intelligence. 

On. the basis of the previous research (31 the following 

hypotheses were formulated! 

1. If facts about animals art presented in song form to 

emotionally disturbed children designated as highly teachable 

then their group mean score will be significantly higher 

than will the group mean score ©f similar children who receive 

the same aniiaal facts presented la story form. 

2. If facta about animals are presented in song form to 

emotionally disturbed children designated as low teachable# 

then their group mean score will be significantly higher than 

will the group mean score of similar children who receive 

the same animal fasts in story form. 

3. If the total song group, composed of the high and 

low teachable subjects receiving the song treatment, are com-

bined and the ensuing group mean found, then that score will 

be significantly higher than will b® the group mean score 

U 
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round by combining the high and low teachable,:.aubj@cts re-

ceiving the story treatment. 

An analysis of variance will be computed for each level 

of recalls iraaediate, recent and delayed. His level of sig-

nificance la to be .05 for each F test# 

Subjects 

All aubjects for the present study were enrolled la a 

private residential school for emotionally disturbed children* 

A relatively high tuition rate would indicate that the stu-

dents come from a higher-thari-average socio-economic level 

although no special effort was made to determine the accuracy 

of this assumption* 

Thirty-two students comprising three classroom group® 

were chosen to participate in the study# One subject was 

eliminated because of a marked hearing loss. Other subject# 

were lost as the ©sqperiment progressed due to leaving school, 

illness, and psychiatric appointments# One group, however,' 

remained completely intactj the table of randora numbers was 

used to reduce this group to the same number of subjects as 

in the other groups# 

Subjects ranged in age from nine years, five months to 

fifteen years, eight months. Th# median age was twelve years 

9»5 months• The mean was 12«40 years# 

Subjects were of normal intelligence# All XQ's were 

taken from Individual administrations of the Wechaler I-;., 
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Intelligence Scale for Children or the Revised Stanford~Binet 

Intelligence Test* All subjects had been tested within the 

preceding three-year period; several had been tested mere 

than oa<®e» Boubtful IQ scores were checked by re-testing* 

IQ*s ranged from 71-124# The median IQ score was 91 #10 

Ail© the amm, IQ score was found to he 95^5$# A summary of 

these characteristics is found in Table I# 

TA1U I 

88MKART CHAEF SHOWING B&8GS, MEDIAN A W 
MEAI OF SUBJB3T3' AQIS AMD IQ 

Subject 
Characteristic 

Range Median Mean 

IQ 71-124 91.50 9S-.5* 

Age 9-5 to 15~& 12-9#5 12.40 

iaotioaal disturbances In sub jests ranged from slight to 

moderately severe* Diagnoses ranged fro® the minimally brain-

damaged or mildly neurotic to paranoid schizophrenic* Brain 

damage was evidenced in some subjects by a motor or perceptual 

weakness, by marked irritability or hyperactivity in others# 

A amlsr of subjects received a daily do#® of drugs to control 

extreme behavior. 

A greater amber of boys were enrolled in the school 

than girls# In this study, four subjects were girls# Five 

other girls were a part of the original group but by the time 

of the final testing had been dropped from the study for one 

of the reasons cited earlier. 
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Because the original study had been dose with the mentally 

retarded, it ma hypothesized in the present study that music 

might have a different effect with the less capable student 

than with the more competent student. IQ*a alone were judged 

not a sufficient way of grouping the available subjects as 

th® presence of emotional difficulties in some subjects in-

terfered with their learning processes. Therefore it was 

determined that a more global term, i# e« "teachability,* 

might better take all factors into consideration and provide 

a more reliable base for grouping students. 

Three educational staff meeting® were held* In the first 

one, a general discussion brought out the factors felt to b# 

influential In learning* Based on the comments made* a pay* 

chological rating scale was developed* Copies of this scale ' 

were distributed at the second staff meeting and discussed. 

A sample of the scale used is found i» Appendix A* fhe 

personnel directly involved with each student rated that 

student* 

At the third meeting, a group consensus of all teachers 

working with the students was taken, using the same scale* 

From the resulting scores for -each student, a teachability 

rating of "High* or wX.ow" was assigned* 10 scores were then 

related to the high and low teachability groups* The mean 

IQ of the feigfr teachable group was 102#7* The mean XQ score 

for the low teachable group was $4#1* It it interesting to 

note that teachers making the rating did not refer to IQ*s in 
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any of the three staff meetings held. It is assumed that 

knowledge of student IQ*a did not affect teacher ratings# A 

description of selected, subject characteristics is found in 

Table II, 

TABUS II 

DESCRIPTION 0? SUBJECTS BY SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS 

S3 GA ; IQ Teachability 

1 ; 13-10 100 I* 
2 12-2 104 H* 
3 14-2 101 fi-

4 | 14-1 ) 90 ll 
J 1 10-10 123 1 
6 15-2 71 L 
I 10-2 m L 
$ 1 14-5 93 L 
9 12-10 93 1, 
10 9-5 104 H 
11 13-10 09 L 
12 11-4 a? I 
15 12-9 1 124 1 
14 9-9 75 L 
If 12-0 ai L 
16 ! 11-5 1 91 X* 
17 12-2 107 H 
n 15-S ao L 
19 15-4 m H 
20 14—7 71 I. 
21 11-3 110 I 
22 13-2 104 ! » 
23 11-1 91 H 
24 15-6 : 77 I# 

*% % tow 
Sigh 

Subjects &#sipmt©d. as highly teaehable wer# randomly 

assigned {by flipping a coin) to the song or story treatment• 
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Subjects designated as low teachable were assigned t© ©a# of 

the two treatments in similar fashion. Four groups were thus 

formed. 

Task Variable and Procedure 

The original study used two different tasks, each tell-

ing of five familiar anioials and their characteristic actions# 

Because the subjects in the present study w«rt of normal ia* 

telligence a mm difficult task was needed# An original 

story was composed of unusual animal facts taken from J3evoe*s 

This Fascinating Animal World {2}. In story font it Is as 

follows? 

Little Known Animal Facts 

Have you ever heard of the tiglon? It*a half tiger and 
* 

half lion* 

Another strange animal is the goby. It*# the smallest 

fish in the world. It*a found in the Phillipine®, It takes 

' four of them to make one inch. 

Have you ever heard of the eattalo? It*3 half eow and 

half buffalo. 

The blue whale—that's Hiring now—is the largest animal 

of all time* Its baby—the biggest in the world—can be half 

its mother1s size. 

Dorothy Crocker, music therapist, wrote the music adapt-

ing the rhythm to the words, A copy of the music used is 

found in Appendix G. A piano accompanied the vocalist* 
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The song and story were performed by the same person, 

a professional in the field of musi« and speech. Both the 

song and story were submitted to tape so that all presenta-

tions were identical. The instructions to the subjects were 

also taped and were as follows? 

lou are goinguto hear a song (story) that tells some 

Strang# things about animals* All of the facts you will hear 

are true hut they are known to very few people. See how many 

22H can reraember. The title of this story is "Little Known 

Animal Facts.* 

These instructions immediately preceded the story or song. 

the room used for the study was somewhat isolated from 

the remainder of the sehool as it was on a higher level than 

any other classroom.. The walla were unadorned, the furniture 

consisted simply of a window seat, table and chairs, fh© tape 

recorder was placed in position m the table; the speaker box 

was placed m that the experimenter's note-taking would not 

be distracting to the subjeet* The same positioning wa® used 

eaeh time and though the tape recorder was not used in the 

recent and delayed testing, it was positioned as in the initial 

testing procedure. 

The order for subject testing and task order was decided 

in the following manner. The names of all subjects with their 

task as determined by a coin flip, were written on Individual 

slips of paper and plaaed in a hat. Drawing these out one at 

a time gave the order of subject presentation* 
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All subjects were tested on the same day. Subsequent 

tests of retention followed as closely as possible the time 

pattern that was established on the day of til# original 

testing# All testing was stored f 1ftten minutes prior to 

recess or lunch breaks. All of the testing was done daring 

the period of academic work in the school day. 

All subjects were tested individually. A unifora gr#@t<* 

log and dismissal were followed with each subject* 

After the presentation of the taped inatructiona and 

story (song), each subject was asked to tell what he remem-

bered about the story (song) he had just heard* A ©heck list, 

found in Appendix B# was used to tally responses• 

Recent recall was taken three days later# The subject 

was asked to tell what he had h#ard on the tape three days 

earlier# Again, the check list was used to tally reapoaaea* 

Delayed reeall was measured two weeks after the presen-

tation of the original tape# the subject ma asked to recall 

what he had heard from the tape recorder two weeks previously. 

Responses were again recorded on the check list. 

The story (song) was divided into "idea* or labcock 

units (1# p. 105)• Each unit furniahed material which was 

not superfluous or repetitive in its context. Saeh response 

was scored as follows: a word or series of words in the re-

production which corresponded to as information unit of the 

story, even if slightly altered (in tense or by substitution 

of synonyms) was scored 1; a unit which was altered to a 
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greater extent tot vhieii s t i l l preserved t&e sens© of the 

or ig ina l rtcsftiwd a score of | | errors, distort ions and unita 

wife!* no mrrmpon&mm to th& o r ig ina l received mo sew t . 

Hi# i n of these scores f o r @&gJi subject was tak«n to repre-

sent the amount of information accurately reproduced. 
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GiAPTIS III 

ANALYSIS OF MTA AMD DISCUSSION 

Analysis of lata 

Three separates analysts of variance were computed to 

test if the differences found were ©£ statistical significance. 

These will be discussed separately. 

Mm fell i » M 

fit© first analysis of variance analysed the data of 

immediate recall. The variation between til® sottg and story 

treatments, between the high teachability group and the low 

teachability group, and the interaction between these tm in-

dependent variables, were analyzed# Although all f aeorea 

were significant above the 20 per cent level, none reached 

the specified 5 per cent level of significance. Therefore* 

the data failed to support the hypotheses. In this portion 

©f the experiment, the data indicated no statistically sig-

nificant difference between the song and story treatments * 

lo significant difference was found, between the seorea 

of the high and low teachability groups and no significant 

interaction was found between the treatment and teachability 

variables. A summary chart of this flrat analysis is found 

in fable III* 

2B 
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TABLE XII 

COMPLETE ANALYSIS OF YABIAHCE FOE IMMEDIATE EICALL SCOSSS 

Source of Variation Sum of Squares df •Mean Sq« \ f 

Over-all Between CUHUJKL) • - - f. mb> 

Between Song and 
Story Treatment 42*66 1 42*66 ; 3 * m 

Between High and 
Low Teachability 2d, 13 1 | 2§»13 2.31 

Interaction Treat-
ment x Teach-
ability 30*42 1 30.42 2,50 

Within Groups {error) 243.75 20 12*19 « 

Total 344*96 : 23 mm m 

The data analyzed la Table III do not indicate any sig-

nificant difference between the m m 11 of subjects receiving 

the sung and story treatments ©r between the recall of high 

and low teachability groups nor in the interaction between 

the two. 

Etceat Seoall 

The second analysis of variance tested the variation 

found in recall three days after the original testing* Again,., 

the variation between the song and story treatments, between, 

the high and low teachability groupings,, and the interaction 

between treatiaent and teachability were analysed* An F score 

of 4*35 or higher (4, p. 197) wan necessary for the difference® 

to be significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence# In 
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this analysis, two conditions were found to fee statistically 

significant# The differences found between the song tad story 

treatments and between the high and low teachability .groups 

ware of statistical, significance; that is, they occurred at 

greater than chance level# Recall' of the story was greater 

than was recall of the song# Eeeall ©f the high teachability 

group was greater than the recall of the low teachability 

group# Mo significant Interaction was found* The hypothesis 

stating superiority of the song group over the story group 

was not confirmed; i* e. the story, not the song, feel lit at ed 

greater recall* the data did supports the hypothesis stilting 

superior recall of the high teachability group. 

A summary chart of the analysis of recent recall is 

found In Table !?• 

TABLE If 

COMPLETE ANALYSIS Of VARIAMCE 0# RSCEST REGAIN SCORES 

Source of ¥ a r l a t i o n Sum of Squares df Mean Square : ; F 

Over-all Between (109.20) * » • 

Between Song and 
Story Treatments 4 1 . 3 4 1 4 1 , 3 4 4,43* 

Between High, I*ow 
Teachablity 4^.76 1 46*76 5.01* 

I n t e r a c t i o n s 
Treatments x 
T e a c h a b i l i t y 21 a o 1 21*10 2,26 

Within Groups ( error ) 136.54 m 9*33' #W 

t o t a l 295*74 23 m* Ipit 

^Significant at 5 per cent level 
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lalM.fl 

Til© third analysis of variance tested t&• delayed recall 

scores, taken two weeks after the original presentation. As 

in the previous two analyses, the various components of the 

variation found between the song and story treatments, the 

hi# and low teachability groups and the interaction between 

treatment and teachability were analyzed, lone of the ? 

scores found were significant. A susaaary chart of this third 

analysis is found ia fable V. 

TABLE f 

GOMPLITE AMLTSJS OF fAlIAICE FOE DELAYED BECALL SEGUES 

Source of Variation JIM of Squares df .Mean Square t 

Over-all Between m»n) m - m 

Between Song and 
Story Treatments 10*6? 1 10*6? M 

Between High, Low 
Teachability 2 2 * 0 4 1 : 22*04 1.65 

Interactions 
Treatments x 
Teachability 24*00 1 24.00 1 * 0 5 

Within Oroupa (error) 2 6 7 * 2 5 30 1 3 » 3 6 # * • 

Total 3 2 3 « 9 6 23 m* 

Discussion 

From the statistical analyses of the preceding section* 

it would appear that, initially, there were no significant 
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differences between the recall of the song mod story groups. 

Three days later, the story groups wtr® significantly superior 

to til© song groups# Wait advantage,, however, was lost by the 

time of the delayed recall, two weeks later* For a possible 

explanation of these facts th© means of the groups art pre-

sented la the following maimers 

TABLE VI 

MEAN SGOEES FOR IMMEDIATE, RECENT AND 
DEUIED RECALL BY G&OUPS 

Immediate 
Recall 

Recent 
Eeeali 

Delayed 
Recall 

Song Story Song Story Song Story 

HT* *9.67 lO.Od *7.67 % 2 5 7.58 

IT* *5«2S 10.17 *3.00 7.50 % 3 3 7.67 

HT * Kigfa Teachability 
*LT • Low Teachability 

Several factors now become apparent* In the ease of 

the hi^-song group, low-song group and low-story group the 

phenomenon of reminiscence occurs. That Is, ©ore was recalled 

at the seeond or third testing than was recalled at the first 

testing. Kohler notes this phenomenon and explains it by 

saying, "leatlnlseeace, too, Is due to the fact that disturbing 

effects of trm«•* upon other traces tend to subside in the 

©ours® of time® (2, p. 153)* 
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HcGeoch (3, p» 140) discusses reminiscence and points 

out the necessity of controlling practice or rehearsal. This 

was sot attempted in the present study and the higher scores 

may only be evidence of rehearsal effects# 

Three of the twelve subjects ia the total story group 

demonstrated greater recall at the second or third testing 

while six of the twelve subjects ia the total song group did 

so. Could it be that melody of the song affords s greater 

likelihood of rehearsal? If the tune is remembered in whole 

or part is it not possible that the subject would search his 

memory for the appropriate wordsl 
r 

In the test of iaaediate and recent recall, the group 

aeaas of the story group are slightly higher# By the time of 

the delayed test, the high-song group has the highest group mean, 

The over-all lots of this high-song group was -1»42# 

The over-all loss of the high-story group was -2#50. This 

suggests the possibility that material, owe learned by song, 

is more easily recalled than the same facts learned by story. 

A comparison of the loss factor in the low teachability 

groups yileda similar evidence# The low-song group over-all 

loss was -.92# The low-story group over-all loss was -2#50# 

A confounding possibility rests with group four, the low-

story group. Thou# the teachers* ratings of these students 

were low and the mean 1Q of this group was the lowest of all 

four groups, their group mean was slightly higher than the 

high-story group on two out of three teats# One schisophrenic 
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boy, subject number twenty-four, had the third highest total 

recall score of the entir® group of subjects. Yet this boy*s 

illness incapacitated hi® to such a degree that he was unable 

to achieve in even a small class setting* 

One other subject la the low story group exhibited sur-

prising recall# His IQ measured 71 yet his recall scores 

placed him fifth highest oat of the entire group of twenty 

four subjects. fable ?II presents the scores of each subject 

la immediate, recent and delayed recall. 

The two subjects mentioned may have made an unusual ef-

fort to remember the Material presented although neither 

showed a very strong interest in the subject natter involved. 

Their treatment was identical t© that of all other subjects* 

However* It might be that their sensitivity to the praise 

®¥ery good,n given to all subjects and the feeling of partic-

ipation, "Give this note (giving the subject's name and time 

of leaving} to your teacher that he may know we*re on schedule,n 

might have positively affected these boys so that they tried 

harder than they might have otherwise done* let, because of 

the consistent high recall of this low-song group (in large 

part attributed to the two subjects mentioned), the differences 

between the other groups are not clearly demonstrated. 

toother phenomena mentioned in the literature as "im-

porting" was demonstrated by a number of the younger children 

in the study* Discussed by Bartlett (1, p* 5$), importation 
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TABLE III 

SUBJECTS BY TE1ATMBMT, OTING SAW SCOEES fOE 
IMMEDIATE, DEUIIC AMD MOEMT RECALL 

Treatment Immediate Delayed leoeat 
Eeeall leeall 

(3 dmjs) 
&*e«U 
12 weeks) 

1 Song 7 2 4 
2 Song 10 7 11 
3 Story 7 5 5' 
4 Song 10 11 12,5 
5 Song 5*5 ' I 4 
6 Story 12 $ 10 
I Song 2 1 4 

Song 6.5 5' 5 
9 Story 11 7.5 7.5 
10 Song 4 4 1 
11 Story 10 7*5 7.5 
12 Story 1.4 7 1 
13 Song 14 14 14 

4 14 Song 1 1 
14 
4 

15 Song 6 2 1 
16 Story 10 7 7 
JI Son® 14.5 JW 

7 
1* Song 9 7 7 
19 Itory f 7 3 
20 Story 4 4 4 
21 Story 13*5 13.5 12*5 
22 Story 9 10 10 
23 Story 10 $ 9 
24 Story 14 11 13 

is the invention or adding of material in later recall that 

was not present is the original* The three yosragest in the 

study, remembering that the general topic of the tap® record-

ing was animals, invented a number of animals as recalled 

material. Two named the eoraaoa animals as "rabbit, dog, wolf, 

etc,"j the third named unusual animals as "stegosaurus, homed 

lions, copperhead, rhinocerous, ate." 
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Another finding of the study was this* children tended 

to remember what they thought %hey heard. Those "facts* that 

the children recalled after just hearing the tap® were by 

and large, the "facts" that they renumbered in subsequent 

recall* Errors aade at immediate recall were repeated at the 

second and third recall. One little hoy, baring thought he 

heard that the eatt&lo was the largest animal la the world* 

repeated this and added* "But I don't think that's true.#® 

At the second and third testing he reiterated the error and 

again voiced his doubt about its truth. 

Most of the students attended to the tape very well. 

One, however, indicated his attention was somewhere else as 

he recalled at the time of the ateand testing, **X donft re-

member what the tape said but you had been using the tape 

recorder all morning and it was hot# this little button was 

red* the tape was white and brown. lou wore a blue dress, 

ete-.w He was able to recall all of his own comments at the 

third recall test» This points up the fact that memory is 

beat for those things attended to. 

The j»r®ciiding points, may be summed up m follows: 

1. There is m significant difference between iMtdiate 

recall of aiaisal facts taught in song form and those same 

facts taught in story form among the subjects of this study. 

2* There is no significant difference between the im-

mediate recall of animal facts by the low teachability groups 
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and the high teachability groups. This was in part the re~ 

suit of some factor operating in subjects of the low-story 

group. 

3» A significant difference is found in recent recall, 

taken three days after the first testing, of animal facts 

between the song and story groups# Facts wer® better recalled 

by the story group at this level* 

4* Teachability was also a significant factor at this 

level of recent recall. Those designated as highly teachable 

recalled facts to a greater degree than did those rated as 

low teachable. 

5* Hernialacence occurred, particularly in the song group# 

It was suggest ad this might be accounted for by the greater 

likelihood of practice with a song than with & story* 

6. Importing occurred in the youngest children of the 

study* 

7* Children tend to remember that which they thought 

they heard# Material verbalized fey a subject, even though 

in error, is the material that that subject recalls# 

Attention of the subject i« important in determining 

that which will be learned and later recalled* 

9* Based on the over-all loss score, the song groups 

exhibited a definite advantage, suggesting that music »ay help 

the retention of that -which is learned, though initial learn-

ing may be less than that of the story groups. 
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CHAPTER X? 

SUMMA1I AND KECOfgMBNPATXOHS 

•<3Htmaar»y 

The effect of music on learning of animal facts and 

subsequent retention was studied# Twenty-four subjects par-

ticipated in the study* All were students in a private, 

residential school for emotionally disturbed children* Ages 

of subjects ranged from nine years, five months to fifteen 

years, eight Eionths. All were presumed to have some degree 

of taotional difficulty, ranging from mild to moderately 

severe. All were of normal intelligence# 

The entire group of subjects was divided into two groups 

on the basis of teacher ratings* These two divisions were 

designated as the high teachable group and the low teachable 

group#- Each of these groups was further divided into song 

and story treatment groups# Assignment of subjects to treat-

ments was on a random basis m was the order in which subjects 

wmrm tested. 

The task utilized for this study was an original story 

made up of little-known animal facta* Two groups of children 

(on® high teachability group and on® low teachability group) 

were presented the animal facts in story form* The same facts 

la. song for® were presented to the remaining two groups of 

children. As the children were assigned at random and the 

39 
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task was the same for both, it was msmrnI that the only 

difference between the groups, in terms of task, was that 

in one the animal facts were sung; in th# other the same 

animal facts formed a story* The song, story# and. instructions 

ware recorded by the same person# The use of a tap® recorder 

was used to insure uniformity of presentation* 

The same room was used for testing of all subjects. The 

experimenter greeted and dismissed each subject in the same 

manner. Ti*e of day was as nearly the same for each subject 

at each testing period as possible# 

Three tests of recall were taken# Iiamediate recall was 

measured immediately following the presentation of the song 

Cstory)* The subject was then asked to tell what he remembered 

abcwt th# song (story) he had just heard, A check list was 

used t© tally responses* 

Recent recall was measured three days later* The subject 

was asked to recall what he had heard from th# tape recorder 

three days previously# Belayed recall was taken two week© 

from the time of the first testing. Th® subject was again 

asked to recall what he had heard from the tape recorder tw® 

weeks previously* 

It was hypothesized that the low-song group would be 

significantly superior in immediate, recent and delayed re-

call than would the high-story group. It was also hypothesised 

that the low-song group would be significantly superior in 

immediate^ recent and delayed recall than would the low-story 

group. These hypotheses were not supported fey the data* 
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This study was a factorial design*. The two independent 

variables, each varied in two waya, were treatment (mug, 

story) and. teachability (hi^i, low). 

Three analyses of variance were computed for recall 

scores at the three different points of time# the analysis 

of iiMtediate recall data yielded no significant results* 

therefor#, the hypotheses regarding immediate recall were not 

supported. 

fhe analysis of recent recall data yielded two significant 

figures* fh# story groups were found to have demonstrated 

superior recall to the song groups. Teachability entered as 

a significant factor with the high teachability groups su-

perior in recall to the low teachability groups# So signif-

icant interaction was found# The superiority of the song 

.group to the story group hypothesis was not confirmed* In 

fact, the evidence tended to support the opposite conclusion, 

i# e., that the story groups were superior to the song group 

in recent recall# 

the analysis of delayed recall yielded no significant 

data* Again, the pertinent hypotheses were not supported# 

An analysis of Individual group means by treatment sug-

gested that some factor(s) in the low-story group confounded 

the total data* This low-story group, despite a low teacher 

rating and the lowest mean XQ, was superior in recall to the 

high-story group two out of three times* Sw© subjects in this 

group, one having a severe mental illness and an XQ of $$ and 
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the other haying a measured IQ of 71, received the third and 

fifth highest scores, respectively, of ill twenty-four sub-

jects. A largernumber of subjects would have balanced this 

type of occurrence so that no one group would have been so 

greatly affected# 

The story groups showed a higher total mean at each 

point in tin® suggesting that a single presentation of animal 

facts in story form was more effective in total number of 

facts recalled than was a song'presentation of the same facts. 

However, the over-all mean loss (forgetting factor) was 

2.34 tor the song groups and 5*00 for the story groups# This 

suggested the possibility that though fewer facts were learned 

from a single presentation of a song, those facts, that were 

learned were better retained# 

The phenomenon of r@jainiace.nce occurred in six out of 

twelve subjects in the aong group and in three of the twelve 

subjects in the story group* This suggests the possibility 

that music invites rehearsal, thwa offering one explanation 

for the lower loss scores* 

Importation was observed in the three youngest subject#* 

lecoasiendat ions 

This study should be repeated with a larger number of 

subjects* By increasing the number of subject® the likeli-

hood of individual variation greatly affecting group data 

would be reduced# It could then be determined if retention 

mailto:r@jainiace.nce
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Is increased by a jauaical ta«k as opposed, to the saa© task 

in story for®, as this study suggests# 

Another way of teating the above problem would b# to use 

tha basic design as presented in this study except that the 

s@sg fstory) would be presented as many times as accessary 

to get on.® fall recall of possible facts trm mok subject* 

Thin would insure equal learning, Retention might then fee 

testad by retail as in the present study* fhe loss factor 

could bt analyzed to determine if those learning tht fact® by 

aong retained them longer than did those learning the facta 

by story# 

4 third possibility is suggested in the occurrence of 

r€®iinisc@Rc#» This was found in 50 p@r cent of tha song group, 

and in 25 per cent of the story group# Boas music increase 

th« likelihood of rehearsal^ resulting in what appears to be 

reiainiscenc®? Further lnY@sti.gat ion ©f this question would 
•* 

b# ©f t&Iu#» 

mailto:lnY@sti.gat


APPENDIX A 

TEACHABILITY SCALE 

"Teachability" may be represented by a continuum. Chil-

dren are !» varying degrees "teachable" and may be represented 

at any point along this continuum* for the purpose of this 

study, however, rat® your student? on a one to four point 

seal® according to the following criteria! Out (1) represent# 

the highest degree of teachability and describes a student 

who usually attends, comprehends and retains material pre-

sented to him, four (4), on the opposite end of the seal#, 

represents the lowest degree of teachability and describes a 

student who has great difficulty ia attending, comprehending 

and/or retaining material presented to him. Two (2) and three 

(3) represent varying degrees of teachability between these 

two extremes. A student that seems closer to the four (4) 

rating than the one (1) rating, would be rated as three (3)# 

A student that seems closer to the one (1} rating than the 

four (4) rating, would be rated as two (2) . 

4ft 
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TEACHEE EATXHG SCALE 

1. Student usually exhibits! 
1 A. Good attention ©pan (is an at-

tentive listener; is alert, c 
eurio&a and interested) * 

B» Good comprehension (understands 
directions readily; can inter-
pret or pat-into own words ma-
terial read, heard or experi-
enced; baa good conceptual 
ability)• 

C. Good retention (retains material 
learned, eafoibits good recall, 
©an apply previous learning to 
mew situations)« 

2. 

4*1 Student usually exhibits: 
A* Poor attention span (ia easily 

distracted; easily frustrated, 
irritable| ia inattentive, a 
poor listener; seems to be pre-
occupied or a ®day dreamer*}• 

®# Poor comprehension (unable to 
follow directions on own; unable 
to interpret material read, 
beard or experienced; needs much 
repetition and individual ex-
planation; esfeibits poor son* 
ceptual ability)* 

C. Poor retention (needa much proaipt 
ing to elicit previously learned 
material, exhibits poor recall; 
has little ability to apply pre-
vious learning to new situations 
demonstrates little "carry-over® 
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CHECK LIST 

Total Facts (27) 

Instructions Seore 

I# Strange fasts about animals S 
2« True 
3* Idttl# known or known t© few people Story » Song 

1001 of Jagg gtoyy {Sircl® On®) 
4. Titl«7^ttietnoim Animal Facts* 

f. TigloEt 
• I«If 
7* Tiger 
#« Lion 
9* Strange animal 

10* Goby 
11* Saallast in the world 
12# Fish 
13* Found is th# FhiUiplnas 
14* f&km 4 • one iaeb 
15» Oattalo 
16. Half 
17* Cow 
Is# Buffalo 
If* Blue 
20* Whale 
21 • Miring mm 
22« Largest animal 
23. Of all time 
24* Baby 

f # Largest in th© world 
. Half 

2?* Mofc&ar*-© ai*« 
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APPIWJ3XX C 

OL Cu AM? n M ? yc7 

IrWve you eve> kecLvd of 4-ke- 4 i< j ( o^? " I t s Ko/-P atv\d 
• U 

W»A? lion. fi- wa-fWev ŝ+v-a-r̂ e <v*\.i**.<*A vs 4^e- X-Vs +ke. sn^l les^ -fish 

VK- iUeuo^-U. X l - s 4ou»\cJ v*\ -H%e P k * l l vpvnes . 14- ^ e s Coov-o¥ 4Wj*\. i -o 

owe \vxck. Wave <joo e*ev Kea.vJ o-P 4-Ke c.a.- fcta_lo? 

ft g 7 C C-7 . p<- k«7 C M 7 A 7 

X + s M f Cou> «.Kel W f b o £ £ a _ U . loUe wUU> 4 U 4 i |iVlirvq h o u J IS H 

k v 3 e s t o$ a X V W e . X + S W W j A-ke W a e s - t l K - t h e t o o v l j 

C<*-v\ V>e. V\<̂AQ v4-< i i. ' * virS Tv\oW\c-y-s svxe. 
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